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8 Claim.a.

Thia Invention relates to machine tools, and
more particularly to improved means tor dynamically balancing a. rotatable member thereof.
One of the objects of this invention ls to provide an improved dyna.mlc baJanctng mechanism for a rota.table member of a me.chine tool.
A more specific object of this invention is to
provide lrnproved means for. quickly and accurately dynamlca.llY balancing the grinding
wheel of a grinding machine.
Other objects and advantages of the present
Invention should be readily apparent by reference to the following speclflcatlon oonrudered
In conjunction with the accompanying drawings
Illustrative of one embodiment thereof, but It will
be understood that any mocUficatlons may be
made In the specific structure.I details within
the scope or the appended claims without departing from or exceedJng the spirit of the Invention.
Referring to the drawings in which like reference numerals Indicate like or similar parts:
Figure 1 Is a partial vtew In elevation of a
machine tool showing a grinding wheel which ls
to be balanced.
Figure 2 ts an enlarged sectional view taken
on the line 2-2 of Figure l, and showing the
balancing mechanlsm and controls therefor.
Figure 3 is e. detail view on the line 3-3 of
Figure 2.
Flgure 4 ls a sectional view on the line 16--4
of Figure 2.
Figme 5 Is a sectional view on the line ll-li
of Figure 2.
Figure 6 ls a sectional vlew on the line 6-G
of Figure 2.
Figure 7 is an end vtew of the controls as
viewed on the line 1-1 of Figure 1.
Figure 8 Is a detail section on the llne S-11
of Fig. 6.
Figure 9 ls a detail section on the Une 11-9
of FigUre 6.
Figure 10 is a detall section on the line IG-10
of Figure 6.
Figure 11 ls a section on the line 11-11 of
Figure 2.
Figure 12 ls a detail section on the line 12-12
of Figure 11.
Figure 13 is a detall view on the line 13-13
of FlgUre 11.
Figure 14 Is a detall view showing a modlfied
form of control mechanism.
In Fisw·e 1 of the drawtngs, there ls shown a
portion 10 of a machine tool frame having spaced
bearings 11 and 12, In which a. spindle I a is ro-
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tatably mounted for BUPPorting grinding wheel
14 for rotation. The rotation· may be effected
by a aeries of Power actuated multiple belts 11
passing over a multiple groove pulley 18 secured
ii to the sptndl4l 111 lntermedlate its bearings.
This Invention deals with a mechanism for
dynamically balancing a rotatable member of
a machine tool whlch in the present instance
is exemplified· by, the grinding wheel IC. The
10· balancing mechanism constituting this Invention may be permanently attached to the grinding wheel whereby, at any. time that the wheel
becomes out of 1!balance for any reason It may
be rebalanced; or the mechanism may be de15 tachably connected to the grinding wheel for
determination of the angle and amount of unbalance, and then removed to permit the addition or removal of the desired amount of weight
to place the wheel In balance.
20
Referring to Figure 2 of the drawings, the
mechanism comprises a frame 11 which may be
detachably 01:1 permanantly connected to the
fiange 18 of the grinding wheel by bolts 19 which
pass through the frame and are threaded In the
25 fiange. The frame includes a plate portion 20
to which Is attached an Internal annular gear
21. The plate carries an antlfrlctlon bearing
22 which Is positioned In coaxial relationship to
the axis of the spindle 13. The frame also tn30 eludes a cylindrical portion 23 which Is attached
at. one end to the plate 20 and closed at the other
end to form a bearing 24. A rotatable member
H 18 supported for rotation on the anttfrlctlon
bearing U and the bearing 24. It ls thus pos35 slble to rotate the member 25 angularly relative
to the frame ll.
In view of the fact that under ordlnary conditions interengagement of worm gear 411 and
worm n prevents rotation or spinning or
40 pinion tl3 with respect to carrier 26, the parts
in question form a key or lock directly connecting the carrier H with the member 21 and thus
the grinding wheel for rotation simultaneously
therewith.
4.1
The rotatable support H carries two balancing
weights together with mechanism for effecting
power adjustment to change the angular relationship between them and thereby determine
the amount or value of the balancing comi:>onent,
50 and additional mechanism for changing the
angular position of the resultant component of
the two weights relative to the heavy side of the
wheel. One weight consists of a disc 26 which ls
rotatably mounted on a hub n. At one point
Ci~ on lts periphery, the disc has an. enlarged sector

2
~ped portion II, as more particularly 11hown
In Figure 4. Since the disc H 18 evenly balsnced, the sector shaped portion H :may be cons!dered a be.lancing weight.
A second disc H ie mounted on the hub n,
and has two cut&wny portions ID and II which
are located dlametrlcan:v opposite one another
whereby the disc H 111 balanced. Thill disc
carries a rlng gear Ii attached to lte periphery.
The ring gear, however, has a portion between
the rOO.tus II and the radl\l8 H which Is removed, as Indicated In Figure 4, whereby .the
two pa.rts combined have a heavy side dlametrlcaJJy opposite the cutaway p{)rtlon and this ls
Indicated by the point H. The disc H and attached gear U may thus be considered as B. second weight with a radial component acting along
the radius H.
When the parts are ln the position shown in
F'igure 4, the radial component al of the sector
Ill ts diametrically opPolllte the rs.dial component
H, and since the radial components are made
equal., It will be understood that the parts ...re
In balance. The Internal gear H ts utilized for
effectlng angular adjustment of the component
H, 9'nd a gear H ·ls attached to the dlac 21 for
effecting angular adjustment of the component
H.
Referring to Figure 8, a shaft H ts Journaled
in the support H and carries two gears CO and
41, the gear 40 1nterme8hlng with the internal
gear 32, and the pinion CI meshing with the
external gear 38. It wm now be evident that
if the shaft 19 ts rotated ln one direction, that
the components H and 11 wm angularly approach one another, and upon rotation ln an
opposite direction, the components wm ·separate.
When the components H and 31 are dlametrically opposite, as shown In Figure 4, 1t .will be
evident that the resuJtant component has a "0"
value, and that 88 the components approach one
another the value of the resultant component
increases untU It reaches a maximum value, at
which time the components H and n wm be
Juxtaposttioned. ·
Thus, rotation of the shaft H tletermines the
subtending angle between the weights, from
which can be computed the value of the resultant component which !n practice would be the
weight of material to be added to the slight side
of the wheel to counterbalance the heavy side.
Since the centrifugal force for each component
can be computed, and since the value of each
weight and its radial distance from the center
ls a .constant, the value of the resultant component will vary ln accordance with variation of
the cosine of the angle subtended by the weights.
By providing means to indicate the value of this
angle in any given case, the J.Talue of the resultiant component can be computed by known
mathematical formulae.
The rotatable support 26 carries a second shaft
42, Figure 9, which has a gear 43 attiached to
the end thereof and intenneshlng with the internal ring gear 21 carried by the frame. It
wm be noted from Figme 4 that the shaft 42
passes through the opening 30 of the disc. 29.
This opening has an angular· extent sUghtly
greater than 90° whereby the disc 29 may be rotated in a. clockwise direction, 11.B viewed In Pigure 4, through an angle of 9Q without Inter~
ference. This wlll be sufflcie~t when It is recalled that when the member 29 ls rotated 90°
ln a clockwise direction and the disc 26 rotated
900 In a co\.mterclcx:kwise direction, toot the
0

componenµs Hand 11 will coincide and produce
the mmmum re3ultant components. The oombiwl.tlon of tbe opening ID and shaft 42 serves as
means to CODi1ne the movement of the weights
tr to certain are1.
The !!hafts H imd H ha.Ve worm gears ct and
Ill attached respectively thereto, and the worm
gear H, u mown in Figure 6, ls rotated by a
worm 41, while the worm gear CD Is rotated by
10 a worm 1111. The womu1 141 and 41 are Integral.
with oo.a:lial. shafts 41 and tH respectively. Each
of the !!hafts H and 4111 has a shoulder ISO formed
thereon and e. worm gear II ls mounted between
this shoulder and a bosa 12 on the member 26.
lG The parts ~e held in this position by a plog
II threaded 1n the end of the bore H contalnln1 the worm H. The worm gea.r II ls ca.pa.ble
ot free rotation relative to the shaft but Is cape.bJe of being clutched to the shaft by a clutch
20 member H which ts · reclprocebly mounted on
the matt and has a pin connection H with a.
plunger 11. The Pin iii passes through an elongated hole in the &haft whereby. the clutch may
move relative to· t~ · shaft. A· spring H con211 tlnuously urges the plunger In in a. direction
to cause clutch engagement.
The plungere 111 project beyond the end of
shafts 41 and H mto engagement with a. shlftable clutch control member H. This member
30 1.s held against rotation by a pair of spring
pressed plungers lllO which are located 180" apart
and which engage .elongated grooves IU formed
on oWofllte sides of the clutch control member.
The clutch oontroJ member bll.B a centml posl35 tlon, as shown in Figure 10, in which both of
the plungers In are held In a clutch disengaging
position. ·When it ls moved to the right of thls
position, a beveled face Ill permits one of the
plungers In to move axially, and cause engage40 ment ot the clutch member H; and when moved
to the left, a· beveled face Iii permits the clutch
member H to be engaged.
.As shown ln Figure 2, the clutch control member H haa an intei;rraJ elongated control shaft
4r.i !ill which P888e!I through and beyond the end of
a sleeve H, and In the projecting end thereof
ls formed an annUlar groove tn which Is adapted
to be engaged by a. shifter BB.
The llhifter 88 1s journaled at 119 in a fixed
IJO housing 10 which may· constitute part of the
guard for the grinding wheel. A pin 11 carried
by the shifter engages a spiral groove 12 formed
ln the bushing 11 whereby upon rotation of the
shifter In one direction, the flange 14 on the end
55 of the shifter will engage" the annuJar groove n,
and then upon continued rotation the shifter H
wilf move axle.Uy in one direction to cause axial
movement of the clutch control member. This
wlll cause engagement of one of the clutch
oo members H or H. Upon rot&iton of the shifter
H 1n the opposite direction, the clutch control
member will be moved axially In the opposite
direction producing the reverse effect upon said
clutches. Thus by means of this control, either
or.; one of the clutch members H or 64 may be engaged while the other one is held in a dlsengaged position.
The worm gears Ill are driven by JndlvlduaJ
worms H and 16 which, as shown In Figure 2,
70 are integral with shafts 'f1 and 18 whlcb are
rota.t&bly mounted in the member 25. The
shafts have Individual friction wheels 19 and
,80 attached to the end thereof for engagement by a. Bhiftable double cone friction mem75 ber 81. .The friction member 81 ls integraJ with
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the sleeve H and the end of the aleeve b.u a
returnlq the parts to a. neutral position· when
8hlfter spool 82 attached thereto. ·A shifter 811' ·
the handie II ta releued. The handle 93 has a
ls provided for enga.gl.ng and 8hltt1n1 the spool
pointer H which Is normally held on neutral
in the same manner ot operation as the 8hltter
by the spring H. When the handle H Is rotated
·111.
.
IS clockwise, aa viewed in ptgure 'i, the clutch spool
In order to understand the function of the
11 18 ahltted to the left, aa viewed in Figure 2
shifter 81', it must be remembered that durlni
whereby the cone 11 moves into engagement with
balancing, the parts 21 and H are rotating as a
the cone H and the &llaft 1111 ls caused to rotate
unit with the grinding wheel, and In order to
In one direction. Th!S · shaft carries a gear 118
impart rotation to th.e 8hafts n and H, the 10 which lntermeshes wii.b. a gear 98 carried by
friction member II ts provided for alternate enthe shaft 11 whereby the shaft 11 will be caused ,
gagement with the discs 11 and 811 for holding
to rotate In a d1rectlon opposite to the shaft
the same against rotation. Spring pressed
111. Thua the worms 11and11 will rotate in opbearing pins have been shown seated axially in
posite directions, but the gears 81 wlll rotate In
the 8hafts 11 and 111, yJeldingly to rest.st axial 15 the same d1rectlon due to the fact that they are.
thrust of disc 81 against their respective discs
mounted on OPPolllte sides of the respective worm
gears.
111 and Hand maintain proper frictional engagement of the parts. If the dine 11 ls moved Into
If the handle H is rotated counterclockwise
frictional engagement with the dl.sc 111 while
the double cone 8 • will move into engagement
the same ls being bodily moved through a circle 20 with the disc 11!1 and cause the worms 115 and 16
due to the rotation .ot member H, then the disc
to reverse their direction of rotation thereby re~
19 will be c&lllled to rotate or roll around the
versing the direction of rotation of the gears 11.
periphery of the disc it in the manner of an
Thus, the lever H determines the direction of
epicycloid. ·since the disc 18 ls larger in diam~
simultaneous rotation of the gears &I.
eter than the disc 81, the shaft 11 will be rotated 25
A second handle UUI, attached to the shifter
lellS than one revolution for one revolution of
H, determines whether the clutch 84 wiU be enthe member 2111, the fraction depending upon the
gaged to eft'ect angular adjustment of said
ratio of the diameter of the disc 111 to the disc 111.
weights, or the clutch 11!1 engaged to determine
1
It will thus be apparent that the shaft 11 ls
the amount of separation between the weights.
ce.U5ed to be power rotated by applylng friction 30 or In other words, the amount of the balancing
to the periphery of the friction member 19, and
companent necessary to otfset the amount of unuttuzing the rotating force ot' the member H
balance in the wheel. If the handle I Oil ls rotated
In a cloc~wise dfrectlon, as viewed in Figure· 'l,
to effect a. relative rotary movement between the
shaft 11 and the member 215. It should therethe shifter SIS will be moved toward the right
fore be evident. that when the clutch shifter 81' 35 as viewed In Figure 10,' and the clutch H wlll b~
engaged; whereby If It ls rotated counterclockengages the spool 82, that It mu.st hold the spool
wise, the shifter H will move to the left, and the
against rotation while axially shifting the same.
clutch H will be engaged,
To thiB end the shifter is made In two parts H
When the mechanJsm ls permanently attached
e.nd II.
As shown In Figures 11 and 12, the part 811 40 to the grinding wheel, the adjustments effected
by the handles 93 and llJfl will be suftlclent and
has a pin 81 threaded therein and extending ranothing further need be done. In order to deterdially through a slot 111 In the member 84, and
mine, however, when perfect balance has .been
a cam groove 811 formed In the sleeve II, w.1
obtained, It ls desirable that some form of lnshown in Figure 13. As shown In Figures 2 and
12, a. spring H la mounted between the members 4o dtcator be utilized which may be In the form ·of
a tube IOI attached to the wheel guard 10, as
811 and liUI tending to separate them In an axial
shown in :Figure 2, and contalnJng a vibratory
direction. The pin 811 ls held agalnst movement
reed 102 which Is resiliently supported within
In a direction pa.rallel to the axls of the memthe tube In such a manner that the free end
ber H by the cam slot 8FJ In the flied bushing
IUI, and therefore it may be said that the mem- 60 will move relative to a fixed reference mark on a
glass I 03 mounted in the end of the tube. For
ber H la stationary and that the spring 89 moves
the purpose of tuning the reed 11'12 to vary Its
the pa.rt 84 In one direction relative to the pa.rt
sensitivity, the reed Is BUpported In an adjustable
811. A suitable set screw, as lndlca.ted ln Figure
block HUI'. The block ls shifted by a screw 104'
2, Is provided to secure sleeve II ln position and
against rotation with respect to Its supporting Gli which Is rotated by a knurled knob I 05', the
screw being fixed In the end wall of the tube.
housing !Ill. The amount of this movement deWhen It Is de.sired to utilize the mechanism
pends upon the amount of lost motion In the
for temparary attachment to a grinding wheel to
elongated slot 1n, and this Jost motion ls sumbalance the same, It ls necessary to determine
clent to permit the ftanges 90 and 91 to separate
a dlsta.nce .slightly greater than the width of the oo the angular position and the amount of the
weighted material to be added, and in this case,
annular groove 92 In the spaol 82.
the housing IHI containing the control levers 93
The :part IHI has a manual control lever 93 atand IOO may be removed and the parts 66 and 66
tached to the end thereof, as shown ln Figure 2,
provided with separate manually opera.ble
and upon rotation of this lever, the :ftanges !Ill'
and l.l I are forced lnto the annular groove 9Z ot 05 handles 104 and 1111'!, M more particularly shown
In Figure 14. The rotating housing 23 ls prothe shifter 82 by virtue of the beveled edgE>.8
vided with a pair of windows 106 and 101, and
formed on the flanges 911 and 91. As the handle
suitable indlcla are provided for Indicating the
!UI continues to rotate, the pin H ·will move In
desired results.
the spiral groove and thereby cause axial move~
In other words, as shown in Figure 8, the shi;ift
ment of a.11 the connected parts Including the 70
H, which determines the subtending angle bespool 82 whereby the double cone friction disc 8 I
tween the weights, is provided with a gear I08
win engage either the disc '19 or the disc 80.
As ahown·in Figure 11, a spring 114 has one end
which intermeshes with a ring gear 109 supattached to the pln 88 and the other end. atported for free rotation on the end of the houstached to a pin 96 flxed In the housing 98 for 75 ing H.
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There has thua been provided an Improved tty.
This gear has a plate 110 attached. thereto
namto balanct.mr mechammn which is Ve!T efftwhich, as shown In Figure 3, Is dlvlded Into four
clent in operation and which will aoountelf de~
quadrants I U, 112, Ill and 114, each quadrant
termtne the amount of unbalance and the ansle
being graduated in degrees from 0 to 90 and in
a clockwise dlrectlon. The center boss 1111 of the o thereof.
What.ts claimed 18:
carrier 2B about which the plate rotates ts also
1. In -a dynamic balancing mechlmiam for the
dMded into four quadrants, each quadrant belng
rota.ta.ble member of a ma.chine tool, the combigraduated in the same manner.
nation of a auppor.t carried by seJd rotatable
When the shaft H Is rotated, the plate 110 ls
rotated relative to the central boss 115 whereby 10 member, a pair of balancing membel'l\I carried
by said support, an internal gear and an exterthe outer graduations 115 will move relative to
nal gear operatively connected to said balanctnir
the Inner graduations 111. The window HS is
members, an interposed pinion in mesh with
provided with a reference Une 118, and the subeeJd gears, a rotatable shaft operatively connect,.
tending angle ls computed by subtracting the
reading on the inner circle from the reading on Hi ed · to 88.ld pinion· whereby upon· rotation of satd
shaft said members will be caused to be moved
the outer circle or plate. This computed angle
toward or away from one another to thereby vary
will only be one~ha.lf of the total subtending
the balancing oom.ponent, and means to utilize
angle .because, although the plate I ID moves with
the rotation of irald support for ca.Wllni actuation
on~ of the weights, it must be remembered that
the other weight is being moved an equal amount 20 of said shaft.
2. In a· dynamic balancing mechanism for a
but ln the opposite direction. For explanatory
me.chine tool N.vlng a rotatable part to be bal~
purposes, let it be assumed that the two weights
anced, the combination of 11. frame attached to
lie superimposed on the radial llne 119 of Figure 3,
said pMt for rotation thereby, a carrier rotatabI:v
and that the two "0" marks of the inner and
outer circles of graduations are In aUgnment, as 25 supparted by said frame, o. pair of baJanclnri
members mounted on t1atd oorrier, a pair of drive
shown in that figure. The plate 11 D has a limited
shafts Journaled in said carrier, means to selecmovement of 90° as explained supra, and as the
tlvely utmze the rotation of said frame to elfect
weights move out of alignment, the plate 11 D wm
rotation of said drive shafts, a ftrat gear train
move counterclockwise relative to the center por30 actu11.ble by one of said drive shafts for effecting
tion 116 through a total angle up to 90°.
relative displacement of said balancing members,
If It Is assumed that the weights are superand a second gear train ·e.ctuable b;v the other
imposed upon the radial Une 11 !I when the parts
drive shaft to effect relative movement between
are in the position shown In Figure 3, it will be
said carrier and seJd frame and thus angular
evident that the weights are producing their
maximum effectiveness in this position, and the 35 displaeement of the members as a unit.
3. In a dynamic balancing mechanism tor a
resultant of their combined effect will lie on the
radius I Ill. The angle of this resultant may be
machine tool having a rotatable part to be bal·
assumed to be o•, and in order to Indicate the
anced, the combination of a frame mounted on
same, an additional circle of graduations .120 are
said part for rotation thereby, a carrieri:tupported
provided on the boss 115, with the "0" mark In 40 on said frame for independent movement relative thereto, e. pair of balancing members mountregistry with a hairline 121 on the window I 01.
This circle may be graduated up to 360° In a
ed on said carrier, a pair of drive shafts Jourcounterclockwise direction, or if desirable, may
naled in sald carrier, means to utlllze the
be graduated In oppasite dirootlons from the "0"
rotation of said frame to effect selective
mark up to 180°. In any case, the halrllne 121 45 rotation of one or the other of seJd drive
will lie on a prolongation of the radius 119, and
shafts, gearing operatively connected for effectcooperating reference marks 122 and 123 made
ing relative displacement between said balancing
on the plate 20 and the grinding wheel support
members, additional gearing operatively connectIll, whereby the angle of relative movement beed for effecting relative movement between said
tween the carrier 26 and the frame 23, as deter- 50 carrier and frame, indlvldual clutches for .seleemined through the window I 01, may be laid o:!I
t!vely connecting said gearings to the reBpectlve
clockwise or counterclockwise from the reference
drive shafts, e.nd externa;I means for oontrolling
mark 123 on the grinding wheel support to therethe shifting of said clutches.
by locate the plane In which the balancing mate4. Jn a dynamic balancing mechanism for a.
rial Is to be placed.
M machine tool having a rotatable part to be balAlthough the grinding wheel may stop in any
anced, the combination of a frame fixed with
angular ·position· after the same has been rotated . said part for rotation thereby, a rotatable carrier
to determine the amount of unbalance therein,
mounted in said frame, means il.nteroonnecting
it must be remembered .that the frame 21 rothe frame and carrier for joint rotation, Includtates with the support 18 and, therefore, regard- llO ing an inte.mal gear on said frame and an lnterless of the .position in which .the grinding wheel
meshlng gear on said carrier, a pair of counterstops, the reading at the window IIn may be
balancing weights mounted on the carrier, means
properly referred to the support 18. Since the
for utillzJng the rotation of the frame for movcarrier H and au the parts associated therewith,
ing seJd weights toward or away from each other,
Including the weights and the grapua.ted plaite, <lfi and additional means for utlllzlng the rotation
move relative to the frame 23 when the aha.ft CZ
of se.ld ·frame for effecting rotation of said gear
Is rotated, H will be apparent that it ls correct
on said carrier to effect relative rota.table adjustto assume .that the graduation marks 120 move
ment betweep. said carrier and frame to change
the relative position of said weights with respect
relative to the hairline 121. Thus, means have
been provided for determining the amount of 70 to said carrier and without dl.sturblng the angular
relation therebetween.
weighted material to be added after the balancing
5. In a dynamic balancing mechanism tor the
operation has been completed, and for determingrinding wheel of a machine tool, the combinaing the angular plane with respect to a predetion Of a frame operatively connected to the
termined 1·eference mark on the grinding wheel
support iln which this material should be placed. 75 grinding wheel for rotation thereby, a rotate.bib

support carried by said frame for movement
relative thereto, means lnterconnectlng the :frame
and .support for Joint rotation, a patr of counterbalancing members carried by said support,
independent· ooaxlal shafts rotatably mounted
on sa.id support, gears supported on said
shafts, clutches for connecting the gears to the
respective shafts, one of said gears being connected to effect angular displacement between
said members, means driven by the other gear
to effect relative movement between said support and said frame, and means to eft'ect alternate engagement of said clutches.
6. In a dynamic balancing mechanism for a
machine tool having a rotata:ble part, the combtna.tion of a frame carried by said part for rotation thereby, a carrier rota.tably supported on
sa.id frame, meatw interconnecting said carrier
and frame :for Joint rotation, a. pair of =balancing
weights mounted on sa;ld ca.rrl.er for relative angular movement, separate gear trains mounted
1n the carrier for etrectlng relative angular movement between said weights, and for effecting relative movement between said carrier and said
frame respectively, each of said trains having a
driver, an external fixed support, meaDS canied
by said support :for selectively engaging sa.ld
drivers during .rotation of said patt .to cau.se
:relative rotation of sa.l.d drivers relative to the
carrier, ta graduated ring mounted on the carrier
for movement relative thereto; means on the carrier cooperating with said graduated ring :for
Indicating the relative adjustment of the .ring
and carrier, and means operable by one of ooJd

trains for effecting movement of said ring relative .to the carrier whereby the angular relationIS
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ship between said weights ls Indicated.
7. In a dynamic balancing mechanism, a membe,r adapted to be mounted on and driven by the
device to be balanced, a carrier supported by
said member for rotation therewith and with
respect thereto, balancing weight devices supported by the carrier for joint and independent
rotation, a pair of serially arranged gear mechanisms for eifecting adjustments of s&id balancing devices, a first control mechanism for determining the direction of actuation of the gear
mechanism and a second selector mechanism for
determining the Joint or relative adjustment of
the balancing devices 1n the preselected direction.
8. In a dynar,nic balancing mechanism for the
rotatable pa.rt of e. machine, the combina.tlon of
a suppart connectible for rotation by said pa.rt,
a pair of balancing weights carried by said support, a first mechanism for effecting relaitive angular adjustment of said weights, a second mechanism for effecting bodlly adjustment of said
weights as a unit whUe maintaining :their angular relationahlp, motion transmitting connections
:to said mechanisms including reversible driving
worms, a first means to determine .t;he direction
of actuation of the worms a.nd .a l!IOCOnd means
selectively determinative of the operative effect
of the worms durtng a particular direction of
.rotation thereof.
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